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Refrigeration is cooling by removal of heat. In reality
we cannot remove heat; we can only move heat from
a place where it is not wanted to a place where it is
less objectionable.
When heat is moved, the temperature of the
substance drops and where heat is moved its
temperature rises.

circulate/ventilate, filter/odour removal from air.
When all these aspects are tackled then it is comfort
air conditioning. Room air conditioner is therefore in
true sense is not technically a comfort air conditioner
since only partial cooling aspect is handled and it
does not have heating or humidity control
mechanism. All these requirements can be build in
Air handling units used in central plants.
The temperature and humidity conditions accepted
as comfortable are 68 to 75 deg F (20deg C to 23.8deg
C) and 20% to 60% relative humidity with 75deg F
(23.8deg C)and 50 % as goal. The ASHRAE comfort
chart given in Fundamentals volume 2009, gives
complete details about human comfor t
requirements.

Prior to introduc tion of air conditioning
/refrigeration technology cooling and preservation
of food was achieved by using naturally produced ice.
In winter ice from lakes and ponds was cut and stored
in insulated rooms for use during summer. Most of
this ice was used for food preservation, restaurants
and homes. Man made ice appeared just at the end
of last century and first mechanical refrigerator was
introduced in 1910.
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In today's world there are innumerable applications
of refrigeration and it is impossible to learn each
independently. Instead if one concentrates on
learning basic cycle and principles one would be able
to understand any type of refrigeration system. That
is because the principles of mechanical refrigeration
and essential components are same for all kind of
systems, only the size, arrangement of components
and their locations are different. It is therefore
necessary to understand basics of vapour
compression refrigeration.

Process air conditioning is meant for things to be kept
at particular temperature rather than human beings
as objects. Applications are manufacture of textiles,
pharmaceuticals, printing, multi colour printing,
paper manufacture, photo films, audio/video
cassettes, hospitals, computer rooms etc.
to the surroundings at a lower temperature & this
energy is unavailable for doing any useful work
between the two temperatures involved-(Definition
given in Automotive Design and Development-in
Annexure under definitions)

The normal examples of use of refrigeration in our
day-to-day life are domestic refrigerator and room or
window air conditioners.

llS= fl Q/T or fl q = Txll S where T is absolute
temperature and? S is increase/decrease in entropy

The five basic categories of mechanical refrigeration
are 1. Comfort air conditioning
2. Process air conditioning
3. Commercial Refrigeration
4. Low temperature refrigeration
5. Cryogenics

Since in universe some activity is constantly taking
place in all the above mentioned processes such as
mechanical work, electrical work or chemical work
including lights and solar energy, and all these forms
are finally converting into or generating heat which is
t h e l o w e s t f o r m o f e n e r g y, t h e l a w o f
thermodynamics states that entropy of universe is
constantly increasing.

1. COMFORT AIR CONDITIONING
The comfort air conditioning involves
cooling /heating, humid ifyi ng /deh u mi difyi ng,

2. PROCESS AIR CONDITIONING

3. COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATION
Commercial refrigeration covers cooling and freezing
foods; it also involves production of ice. Grocery
stores & super markets make extensive use of
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scales normally used to measure temperature are
Centigrade and Fahrenheit.

amount that the heat content of the destination
substance increases.

To convert centigrade in to Fahrenheit we use
formula as Temperature in OF = temperature in
0Cx9/5 +32

Like all forms of energy, heat flows from a high energy
level to a lower energy level, just like water. If we
connect two ponds of water containing same level of
water there will be no flo\/14 If however one pond is at
higher level than other then water will flow from
higher level to lower level by gravity.

IF
HEAT TRANSFER AND
EXCHANGE

HEAT

Heat transfer or heat exchange is the movement of
heat from one place to another, either within the
substance or between substances. Since mechanical
refrigeration is the business of refrigeration people
heat transfer is the main objective of them.

Similarly heat will not flow without a temperature
difference. It will always flow from warmer to colder
substance, irrespective of its heat content. Just like
water bigger the temperature difference, faster will
be heat transfer.

Heat content deals with how much heat energy is
content in a substance where as heat transfer deals
with how much heat is moved from one substance to
another.

Heat flows in 3 ways- Conduction, Convection, and
Radiation.

When heat is transferred, the heat content of the
substance from where it is moved drops by the same
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To be continued ...

